FACET Computing

Useful Links:

- Git at FACET
- CVS at FACET
- Matlab 2020 at FACET
- Matlab Application Guide
- CVS for Matlab 2012 code
- New Matlab Controls Repo (Link to GitHub)
- FACET-II Lattice Repo (Link to GitHub)
- Lucretia Repo (Link to GitHub)
- G. White’s FACET Dev Environment notes
- LabCA documentation
- PWFA Group Github Repos (Deprecated)
- Computing on S3DF

How to activate python on rhel

```bash
source /afs/slac/g/lcls/package/anaconda/envs/python3.7env/bin/activate
```

How to increase quota in your home AFS space

https://www.slac.stanford.edu/comp/unix/auth/afs-self.pl